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Information Sheet 
Half Note (In Some Countries Also Called Minim): 

The half note has an empty head and it is double the length of a quarter note.  

Elephant’s Walk: 

Elephants take bigger steps than humans. The children can march slowly like elephants. The 

teacher calls out whether the children walk like soldiers (in quarter notes) or like elephants (in 

half notes). The children have to react and correct their walking pace. The teacher can help by 

also walking or clapping along with the class. 

The exercise below is a 4/2-beat measure. The teacher can read the words in the correct 

rhythm and the students can repeat. To practice the different lengths of the half note and 

quarter note, the rhythms can be repeated with the syllables “da-a” (half note) and “da” 

(quarter note). 

To get a sense of note values, and at the same time practice sight-reading, the children can 

play the rhythm on a drum (or drum it on the chair if there are not enough drums). One hand 

(if you are right handed the right hand) is always on the down beat. The other hand is on the 

up beat. When there are half notes, (the up beat is not played on the drum), the left hand taps 

the second beat (up beat) on the lap. This makes it easier to keep the beat, as the movement 

of every quarter note holds the exercise together in a simple way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finding a Melody: 

Further practice can be combined with a creative exercise. The children can create their own 

melody for the elephants’ walk. To do so, they can use their voice as their instrument. The 

children can choose a pitch for every note. If they are learning to play the violin, they should 

use only the open strings for the melody, to make it easier. The melody can start high and get 

lower, start low and get higher, or include more changes and different intervals in them. The 

children do not have to know whether they are singing a second or a fifth, because the purpose 

of this exercise is only to create something by oneself while working with a rhythm.  

The task is to find a melody that the child can repeat, and perhaps even show in front of the 

class if they want. This means the children have to give it more thought than if they were 

improvising. To remember it more easily, their melody can be shortened to only the first line of 

the elephant’s walk for this exercise. 
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To remember the melody and to have their creation on paper the teacher can ask the children 

to find a way to write the melody down. Here, a line on the paper (following the line of the 

melody) can be useful. The children can also arrange the half and quarter notes in a way that 

shows the melody. If the teacher hands them an empty sheet of paper and doesn’t tell them a 

“correct way” of doing it, they will find a creative solution.  

Example 1: 
 
 
 
Example 2: 
 

 

 

 

Another way to work with this rhythm is to use higher and lower drums, different percussion 

sounds, or body percussion sounds. These might also be easier to write down. The children 

might remember the exercise “Which is higher?” on the exercise sheet wm3d and proceed to 

use one line to draw notes above or below the line. 

 

 

 
 
Examples: 
 
 
 
If available, xylophones can be a good tool for experimenting with melodies. If there are not 

enough for every person, children can take turns or work in pairs (though this may complicate 

the exercise slightly). If the children are younger and haven’t had any experience with 

xylophones, start by giving them just one mallet. This way they do not have to coordinate their 

hands. If they are using two mallets, they can use the right and left hand for the down and up 

beat (like in the drumming exercise the silent beats can be played on the lap or on the 

xylophone case). That being said, using one mallet might help them feel the note values better, 

as the movement of playing notes with one hand allows them to concentrate on the rhythm and 

the melody, rather than which hand to use. 

The children can work on a whole xylophone or the teacher can remove some of the bars. If 

there is only a major third and/or a fifth left in the case (e.g.: c’, e’, g’, c” and e” are left), it is 

easy to play a melody that is not dissonant. This exercise works well with two or three chime 

bars or resonator bars that sound good together.  

When writing the melody down, some might write the pitch under the according note if the 

xylophone has the names of the pitches written on the bars. Some might arrange the notes on 

the paper in a way they can remember the melody or use a line to draw notes under and above 
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Exercise Sheet wm4a 
Complete the Mandala: 

On this sheet the children can finish the rounds of half notes. After that they can color the 

mandala. 

In the middle the square is divided carefully, so that the half note uses double the space of the 

quarter notes. 

Exercise Sheet wm4b 
Word Rhythms: 

In this exercise the children should find the rhythm of each word. This is similar to the exercises 

on sheets wm1b and wm1c. These sheets can be used again, just so long as the children have 

space to write. This time, instead of long and short lines, the children should draw empty and 

whole notes (half notes and quarter notes). 

The word rhythms on exercise sheet wm4b are not always clear. 

Possible correct answers:   leaf eater  ♩♩  oasis ♩ ♩  water hole ♩♩     

alpha bull   ♩   circus animal   ♩♩♩   Africa ♩♩♩ 
 

Exercise Sheet wm4c 
Read the Rhythm: 

This is a sight-reading exercise. The children should read each line with the syllables “da” and 

“da-a”. The rhythms can also be played on a violin, a drum, or they can be clapped. This 

exercise can be done with any of the rhythms of any exercise. 

 

Exercise Sheet wm4d 
Which has More Beats? 

In this exercise the children have to count the value of the notes and write them underneath 

each phrase. Then they circle the phrase with the higher value (the most beats) or write an 

equal sign in the circle. If the children are already familiar with the greater than “>” and less 

than “<” sign, they can also put that in the circle. 

Answers:  4 > 3     3 < 4      4 > 3     4 < 5 

 

Exercise Sheet wm4e 
Rhythm Memory Cards: 

This is a set of memory cards that the children (perhaps with help) can cut out on the dotted 

lines. The playing cards have a sign on the back if the second page is printed on the back of 
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To play the game, all the cards have to be mixed and spread out properly on the table with the 

back side looking upwards. The first person turns over two cards, trying to find a pair. A pair is 

made up of the rhythm in notes and the matching rhythm in the syllables “da” and “da-a”. If 

the first person finds a pair, it is his turn again. If he turns around two cards that don’t match, 

it is the next persons turn. 

The game continues until all the pairs are found. The game is called memory, because when 

one person turns over a card and doesn’t find a match, you can memorize which card he turned 

over and use it when it is your turn.  

The memory cards that have notes on them can also be used to assemble and read the rhythm 

that is formed. The cards can be mixed and assembled again to form a different rhythm. 

 

 
Exercise Sheet wm4f 

Equal Value: 

In this exercise the children should fill up the phrases on the right side of each equal sign, so that the 

left and right side have equal value. In the example there are four beats (two half notes) given 

on the right side. This means two beats are missing on the right side. The phrase can be filled 

up with either one half note or two quarter notes. 

Answers: 1) one beat missing ♩    2) two beats missing ♩♩    3) one beat missing ♩ 
4) three beats missing ♩♩♩    5) two beats missing ♩♩    6) four beats missing ♩♩♩♩ 
(The phrases can also be filled up with half notes as long as the total value is the same.) 

 

Write the Rhythm: 

This is a rhythm dictation exercise. The teacher gives the rhythm (each phrase separately) and 

the children write the correct notes on the lines. The teacher can either sing the syllables “da” 

and “da-a,” clap the rhythm, or play it on one key on the piano. 

Repeat each phrase at least once. Ask the children if they heard the rhythm properly, or if they 

need to hear it again. Repeat as often as necessary and be as clear as possible (if it is difficult 

you can nod your head and sing along to the rhythm). You could also give them the number of 

beats in the phrase, so the children can count to see if they are correct. 
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